Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Brooks <pbrooks@ansonlane.com>
Tuesday, July 6, 2021 12:42 PM
Planning Info
Written Comments: HDC Meeting July 07, 2021 - 8. Petition of LAXMI Re

Dear Historic District Commission Members,
My name is Peter Brooks. My wife Virna and I own and reside at 27 Gardner Street. This is our response to the #8
Petition of LAXMI Realty, LLC for the property located at 33 Gardner Street.
We are in support of the rebuilding of the west chimney which was removed on Memorial Day. We trust that the
rebuilt west chimney will match the original chimney as well as the remaining east chimney in historic brick, mortar
and design as designated by the members of this commission. We also trust that the work will be carried out by a
qualified, licensed and insured contractor as approved by the city and that the appropriate permits will be obtained
and posted in advance of any work being carried out. We also trust that replacement roof tiles match as closely as
possible the tiles on the remainder of the roof. The work carried out on Memorial Day used completely the wrong
color tiles which simply added to the eyesore of the missing chimney.
It is unfortunate that such an historic structure has been allowed to decay so badly but it is hoped that with oversight
from this commission the structure can be protected for the future.
Sincerely,
Peter and Virna Brooks
27 Gardner Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
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Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katie Miller <magjkdk@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 3, 2021 11:52 AM
Planning Info
Written Comments: HDC Meeting July 07, 2021 - 8. Petition of LAXMI Realty

Dear Historic District Commission Members,
My name is Katherine Miller. My husband, John Magane, and I own and reside at 51 Gardner Street. This is our
response to the #8 Petition of LAXMI Realty, LLC for the property located at 33 Gardner Street.
We are in support of the renovations to the chimney which was removed on Memorial Day. However we hope that
the replacement matches the remaining chimney in brick and mortar and design as designated by the members of
this commision. We also hope that the project is monitored by the city to be certain the plans that are approved are
followed in order to maintain the historical integrity of this beautiful 1740 Federal style house.
We are hoping that other desperately needed exterior repairs and improvements will be made in the near future as
sadly the previous owner neglected to properly maintain the building. We expect that these will be done by qualified
craftsmen and with approval of the Historic District Commission.
Sincerely,
Katherine Miller
John Magane
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Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ericspearportsmouth@gmail.com
Tuesday, July 6, 2021 9:47 AM
Planning Info
50 Mt Vernon St for July 15 2021

To whom it may concern,
My name is Eric Spear and I reside at 49 Mt Vernon St across the street from the applicant, Susan Alex of 50 Mt Vernon
St. I’m writing to express my support for the conditional use permit as advertised. Please approve this request.
Eric
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Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Donald Hare <donaldehare@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 3, 2021 3:28 PM
Planning Info
Re: Martingale, LLC, owner for property located at 99 Bow Street

113
Bow St.
P. O.
Box 268
Portsm
outh, NH 03802
July 3,
2021
Historic District Commission
Portsmouth City Hall
Portsmouth, NH
Gentlemen:
We have been residents of a condominium at 113 Bow St. for many years and as neighbors we feel it imperative
that we express
our strong objections to the proposed enlargement of the deck and dock on Bow St. by Martingale, LLC, just up
the riverfront from
us, as undesirable and unacceptable for the reasons stated below.
Noise/LIght. Enlargement of the deck and dock will unquestionably lead to more activity at the site and even
more noise and
light than at present; noise that we all know travels well over water. (Will the City enforce the existing noise
ordinance?) The light
at night, already a nuisance in the neighborhood will become even more objectionable.
Congestion. Currently the Martingale location is one of the most congested in the city, not only with pedestrians
but private vehicles,
food and service deliveries, trash removal trucks, both the latter parked in the street. The proposed enlargement
will without doubt
bring even more activity and carry negative results from a safety standpoint. Nearby "on street" and "off street"
parking opportunities
are virtually non-existent. It is interesting to note that when the City allowed Martingale to tear down the old
Martingale apartment
apartment building, they were allowed to eliminate several off street parking spaces.
Cooperation. For years Martingale has allowed members of its kitchen staff to congregate and smoke on the
pavement against the
retaining wall at the cemetery directly across Bow Street from our condo building. On most days the city sends
out a truck and an
employee to sweepup the litter and cigarette butts -- at taxpayer expense. Despite many requests to Martingale
to stop this nuisance
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it still continues. It also might be noted that their trash/garbage management (at the sidewalk) is less than well
done. Will more make
the situation better or worse?
Marine Issues. Does the proposed extension of the dock and deck into the river require any approvals from
City, State or Federal
agencies? If so have they been approved? If not, at what point do these agencies become involved? Certainly
docks can not
be allowed to extend without limits into the waterway.
Right of Quiet Enjoyment. One of the most treasured of our fundamental rights as home owners in this country
is our right to
enjoy our property without interference, including noise,etc, from others. We believe that this proposal, if
allowed, would be a
reduction in those rights.
Yours truly,
Donald E. Hare
Ann F. Hare
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July 4, 2021
To the members of the Historic District Commission:

We are unable to attend the meeting of the Historic District Commission on July
7th and so are writing this letter to support the application of Neal Pleasant Street
Properties, LLC, for the proposed changes to the property at 420 Pleasant Street.
We have lived directly across Franklin Street from this property for 35 years and
have seen it slowly be improved from a somewhat neglected building with green
asphalt shingles and two over two window sash to one that better reflects the
appearance of the Federal period in which it was built. The rear façade is the one
most visible to us and we feel that the treatment of the new stair tower with its arch
window and the extension of the first floor bump out are compatible with the
existing building and the rest of the neighborhood. In fact, the mass and
modulation is reminiscent of the rear of the once nearby Ichabod Rollins house
seen in the photographs taken before it was unfortunately torn down and replaced
with the current senior housing complex.
The intent of current proposal is not only to improve the appearance of the rear of
the building but more importantly to make it code compliant. We applaud the plan
to reduce the number of units from five to three.
It is refreshing to see a project like this where the owner appreciates the original
fabric of the building and to know it will not be gutted like so many historic houses
have been recently.

Jane and Richard Nylander
17 Franklin Street
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801

Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mike Beagen <mike.beagen@nninc.com>
Thursday, July 1, 2021 12:01 PM
Planning Info
Written Comments: HDC Meeting July 07, 2021 - 8. Petition of LAXMI Realty
30 Gardner Street.pdf; received_989673765217948.jpeg

Dear Historic District Commission:
My name is Michael Beagen, owner of 30 Gardner Street. I would like to add comments for the subject petition.
There is no street parking on Gardner Street, signs are posted. The primary reason is safety, an emergency vehicle
needs to get through and the road is narrow.
I am concerned that the new owners of 33 Gardner Street do not have a parking plan for their construction workers
when they rebuild the chimney they dismantled on Memorial Day and remodel their apartments. It appears they have
rented one or more of the apartment already so some of their parking is already being utilized. Their available parking
is limited on the side of the house on Walton’s Alley, on a grassy patch of land.
This is not a new issue. I notified the previous owner that tenants and maintenance workers should not be parking on
the street. One option they take is to park on our brick sidewalk right in front of our window. Parking on the bricks that
the city installed will accelerate the wear of the sidewalk needlessly and deteriorate the value of the street. This should
be obvious to anyone, plus it is just rude behavior.
I have parking concerns beyond this petition, when all 4 units are occupied but for the sake of this petition I would like
to make it clear there is no street parking on Gardner Street and parking on a sidewalk is not acceptable. I have written
to LAXMI Realty, Rita Patel, voicing my concern but I have not heard back from her addressing the issue.
10.1112.31 Parking Requirements for Residential Uses
10.1112.311 The required minimum number of off‐street parking spaces for uses 1.10
through 1.90, including dwelling units in mixed‐use developments, shall
be based on the gross floor area of each dwelling unit, as follows:
Dwelling Unit Floor Area Required Parking Spaces
Less than 500 sq. ft. 0.5 spaces per unit
500‐750 sq. ft. 1.0 space per unit
Over 750 sq. ft. 1.3 spaces per unit
10.1114.24 Parking areas and access drives shall be surfaced with a durable surface
that meets the load bearing maximum occupancy of the project;
minimizes dust, material tracking and erosion; and facilitates snow
removal. Examples of such materials include, but are not limited to,
bituminous binder, concrete, asphalt, compacted gravel and crushed stone.

Regards,
Michael Beagen
603‐343‐7655
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Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Effie Malley <effie.malley@gmail.com>
Wednesday, May 19, 2021 5:35 AM
Nicholas J. Cracknell; Izak Gilbo
charlesneal201@comcast.net
HDC abutter comments re 420 Pleasant Street

Hello Nick and Izak,
I would like to comment on a proposal that was at a recent work session. I live next door to 420 Pleasant Street, and
generally think that Charles Neal and his architectural team have developed a good plan that is suitable for the
neighborhood. However, I have concerns about the size and placement of the proposed deck, which I have discussed
with Charles.
The deck is huge, with potential for large gatherings. With its large scale, it is open, reducing privacy and potentially
increasing noise. It comes far forward, replacing the entire roof area. I respectfully recommend that Charles and the HDC
consider a reduction in the deck’s size and the addition of a roof, screen, or other structure that would offer some
privacy.
Could you let me know if I need to send these comments to the Commission members directly? I appreciate your help.
Best,
Effie Malley
428 Pleasant Street
Portsmouth NH 03801
Sent from my iPad
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Izak Gilbo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

GARY LAURASH <glaurash@aol.com>
Tuesday, July 6, 2021 6:15 PM
Planning Info
50 Mount Vernon Street

Planning Board:
In regards to Susan Alex’s construction application on the above reference property please be advised that we do not
take any exception to the proposed improvements to the property. We also do not believe it would negatively impact
the street or surrounding neighbors.
Regards,
Gary and Evelyn Laurash
18 Mount Vernon Street
(603) 429‐8976
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From:
David and Patricia Mans eld
113 Bow Street, Unit 2
Portsmouth, NH 03801
To:
Members of the Portsmouth Historic District Commission
RE:
Historic District Commission, City of Portsmouth Public Hearing on July 7, 2021 on
Petition of Martingale, LLC at 99 Bow Street permission is requested to allow expansion of
existing structure (expand existing deck and dock structure).
Date:
July 7, 2021
Dear the Members of the Historic Commission:
We are owners and residents of 113 Bow Street in Portsmouth New Hampshire and we oppose
the above mentioned expansion due its mass and scale and its negative impact on the streetand river scapes due to its lack of compatibility with existing structures. Moreover, the
proposal has the largest portion of the deck at the edge of the property that abuts
predominantly residential property, which will be most negatively impacted by this proposed
expansion.
We also are opposed to the curved shaped portion of the proposed dock that was not on the
plan that was approved in 2015 and should not be approved. A curved dock will be
impractical for boats to tie up to and have its passengers embark and disembark, especially in
the very strong running currents of the Piscataqua river. In addition architectural renderings of
this dock show people in lounge chairs. Because there are no railings, we feel that this type of
recreational activity is dangerous and lounge chairs should not be allowed on the dock.
In addition there are other serious issues that the City of Portsmouth should be taking into
consideration that may or may not be in the purview of the HDC. These issues have been
ongoing and will only be made worse with the proposed addition of another 114 seats.
Speci cally, questions that we would like answered and or the HCD to consider are:
a.) Trash storage and trash collection. As it is now there are foul odors on Bow Street in
the area where Martingale and Surf store their trash and the sidewalk and street area where the
trash is loaded onto the trucks is blackened with grease grime. The workers currently wash out
the trash cans on the street and the foul water runs down Bow Street to a storm drain in front
of Poco’s restaurant. This is an unresolved public nuisance and public health issue that will
only be exacerbated with the proposed increased seating capacity. This is clearly a negative
impact to the area’s streetscape.
b.) Emergency Evacuation Plan. In the case of a re or other emergencies is there safe
egress from the expanded deck and dock areas when the restaurant is at its full capacity?
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c.) Impacts of outdoor Lighting and Noise. Will there be restricted hours of operation for
outdoor seating and outdoor lighting? The existing restaurant clatter already creates a
nuisance and this will only be made worse with the proposed expansion. Any music playing on
the deck will also negatively impact the riverscape as there are no sound barriers and noise will
carry up and down the river and create a nuisance.

d.) Loading. Loading trucks already cause lots of congestion on Bow Street. It will only
become worse with increased demand for restaurant supplies. And nally;
e.) Smoking. The sta at the Martingale and Surf restaurants do not have an
appropriate area to take smoking breaks. They currently congregate on the side of Bow Street
across from our property. This is not only a health and safety issue but it is also unsightly with
the cigarette butts littering the street. The proposed expansion will require additional sta and
will only make this issue worse.
Sincerely,
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David and Patricia Mans eld

